The Jews Have Cursed Gentiles to Death
The cause of death, aging, misfortune, sickness and suffering is listed many
times in the Eastern spiritual texts of Hinduism. It's because of the Kundalini
serpent of Satan being bound in the root chakra, sleeping and unawakened:
"The Kundalini, when she sleeps, is identified with the fire of time that cooks all
creatures to death through the aging process. The fire of yoga [yogagni] that
destroys the fire of time is identified as kalaagnirudra, the "Rudra of the Fire of
TIme," that is, a fire when she awakens which is greater than, which consumes,
the fire of time. When she sleeps, the kundalini is associated with the fire of time,
a time whose passage marked by the movements of sun and moon in the subtle
body; when she awakens, sun and moon [here the ida and pingala nadis] are
both immobilized, and the kundalini doubling as the sushumna nadi is said to
"consume time." [1]
When the serpent ascends up the spine to the head, it is said to unleash a pillar
of Ambrosial nectar which is the Amrita (which literally means "deathlessness").
This floods the entire being transforming them into an immortal Siddha (meaning
“perfected”).
The Jewish enemy in their Torah has placed numerous curses upon the Gentile
serpent of Satan in an attempt to bind the Kundalini energy in the root chakra
and keep it unawakened, and to make it dangerous to attempt to awaken this
power for anyone. The Jewish enemy has cursed every generation of Gentiles
literally to DEATH.
Note regarding the Kala agni Rudra, the spiritual fire that destroys the fire of time
and liberates one into immortality: Rudra is the main title of Shiva, and Shiva is
called Satan Shiva or “The Eternal Shiva” in sanskrit. Shiva's symbol is the
serpent, and originally in ancient texts in the ancient garden of Sri Lanka, Shiva
created Adimu and Eva and taught them how to ascend the serpent and create
the Light Body and become immortals. Even the description of Edin is the same
as Mount Meru of Hinduism. The Jewish enemy stated that originally they came
out of India. They stole this text and rewrote it in Hebrew to become a curse on
Gentiles to curse all Gentiles to DEATH. They made raising the serpent of Satan
the original sin, and this Yahweh [the Jewish race] was inserted in the story with
the rewrite. It was Yahweh [the Jewish Rabbis using the Hebrew alphabet] who
drove the serpent down the spine onto the earth and spoke the curse upon the
Gentile serpent. They placed the Jewish angels at the gateway of the garden
with flaming swords to prevent them from returning. Angels are symbolic of
Jewish curses and thoughtforms in Kabala, and the flaming sword is the symbol

of the Zayin letter which is used for cursing and binding the Gentile soul in
Kabala. For this reason, in the Kabala it states that this is how the Jews will be
able to become "god" and rule the Gentiles; by cursing them to death. The Jews
have driven Gentiles out of immortal life and eternal spiritual bliss into this
miserable world they created. It states right in the Torah that Yahweh [the Jewish
race] stopped humanity from eating of the tree of immortality.
By contrast, Satan gives us Eternal Life. The Sanskrit texts are full of instructions
of literal immortality by serpent power Yoga which came from Satan.
The Final RTR is the way to undo this as their "god" Yahweh is the one who
pronounces the Death Curse on the Gentiles by binding the serpent of Satan in
this text. Their Yahweh is the 22 Hebrew letters. Christianity is literally a death
cult. It’s what gives this Jewish spell power, and allows the Jews to remove all
the spiritual knowledge from the Gentiles and bind them to slavery and death.
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Guess who created Zoroastrianism in which Rudra becomes the evil god
Ahriman and all our Gods the Deva's become evil and we are supposed to
worship some Yahweh like being..... And it all sounds like a proto Christianity...
Including the ban on spiritual knowledge. In the Torah, Cyrus the Persian
Emperor who forced Zoroastrianism on the population is called "anointed of
Yahweh" and is called a Messiah of the Jews....

High Priestess Shannon wrote:
Thank you for your contributions and this has confirmed some things for
me. I have been working with Azazel in cleansing my soul. I have had
much Kundalini activity removing these curses has been a bit unpleasant. I
can feel the resistance and like my Kundalini is trying to become active
again.
Azazel told me that these curses are very strong on us, centuries.
Yesterday during my cleansing, I started to cry. I thought about and felt as
though I connected with the negative energy and centuries of blood
sacrifices on gentiles. It's almost as if I could feel the sorrow and hopeless
of those gentiles. The death energy. The thought of Jews using other
gentile souls to bind us broke me down.

He said it is like a "Battle" within. Very intense. The energy of these curses
are so strong that as the fillth is leaving my body, it's enough to cause
involuntary movement, flailing, jerking and twitching of the body.
I'm always exhausted afterwards but 10 minutes later my body sways,
rocks and I feel sensual, floaty and relaxed. My body also does serpentine
movement. This is the kundalini.
The FINAL RTR will liberate us while destroying the enemy. It must be
done daily.
That's the reality as you mention HPS, Xianity has been going on for centuries so
has Xianity part two, islam. So how many of us have had entire life times in this
filth.
However I notice that in just two months of the Final RTR what has happened to
the Catholic Church an organization that has taken almost two thousand years to
build and runs on their Jewish energy. The fact its falling apart fast shows how
fast the RTR's are working.
To become a "god" a perfected person you have to finish the Magnum Opus
which means you don't die.
Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:
shinninglight wrote:
Ol argedco luciftias wrote:
Soon Hitler and Tesla will be back to bring the world up to perfection!
So everyone work hard to get the world ready for them!
I heard the vril society woman maria orsic is still alive and below the
earth,she achieved godhead,this made me to believed more about Hitler
and other great people,there are beings from every race who have
achieved godhead below our earth,including African race and
Asians,Nordics and such from the interview of Corey goode he have seen
this.the gods really helped humanity to achieve godhead.too bad the
enemy has destroyed this.
In books about populations beneath the ground, I skimmed over one that said
that some populations of those living underground were dark skinned, had black
eyes, and generally the height of statue of blacks today.
Similar has been the case for Whites.

Underground civilizations are not unlikely at all. Living underground especially
when one may have had enemy aliens who could use nuclear is a more clever
solution that living on the surface.
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